Our location

NEC Innovation World
Shinagawa East One Tower
The showroom reception area is on the 7th floor.

- One-minute walk from Konan Exit of JR Shinagawa Station
- Five-minute walk from Keikyu Shinagawa Station

7th Fl., Shinagawa East One Tower
16-1, Konan 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Take the elevator to the 7th floor.

Open 9:00-17:00 (Last admission by 16:00)
NEC Innovation World operates on a reservation-based system.
NEC Innovation World is for corporate visitors only.
We are not open to the general public.
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Experience future possibilities

Here, we can see, listen, and experience world top level solutions in various ways. With actual experiences, we can feel a concrete image of various technologies giving us new possibilities to solve customers' problems.

Know cutting-edge technologies

We present various AI and IoT technologies that innovate businesses and societies. In addition to the latest solutions, we introduce information that will give hints to our customers regarding cutting-edge technologies and trends.

NEC Innovation World
A showroom where we can consider creating the future together

Create new value together

We are promoting co-creation of new value with our customers by thinking about various social problems, and integrating knowledge and experience. Surely, various ideas will be borne by looking at and experiencing the latest technologies in the showroom.